Moreover, tetrahedra T and T 1 are scissor congruent: they could be presented as a union of a finite number of pairwise congruent tetrahedra with mutually disjoint interiors. In particular, the volumes of T and T 1 coincide. Most of these statements are known, though they were proven quite recently. In the case of S 3 this seems to be new. Below we formulate another problem, which appears to be equivalent to Problem 1, but can be studied using standard tools of algebraic geometry. For this, we need to introduce several definitions.
A curve F on a smooth projective surface X over C is called an anti-canonical cycle if F is reducible and irreducible components of F are smooth rational curves forming a polygon. The main tool to study surfaces with an anti-canonical cycle is the Looijenga period map. It assigns to a line bundle L on X trivial on each component of F an element in the group Pic 0 pF q. A version of the Torelli theorem proved by Looijenga allows to reconstruct a surface X from the period map. This naturally leads to the following problem:
Problem 2. Let X be a smooth projective surface with a pair of anti-canonical cycles F 1 and F 2 . Can one determine the period map associated to the divisor F 2 from that associated to F 1 ?
Existence of a pair of anti-canonical divisors puts serious restrictions on the surface X. In particular, X has to be rational with K 2 X ě 0. The problem could be reduced to the case where X is a rational elliptic surface with a pair of I 2´fi bers F 1 and F 2 . Consider the sublattice in PicpXq consisting of line bundles which are trivial on F 1 and F 2 . This lattice has rank 6 and is isometric to a root lattice of type D 6 , which we denote ZrD 6 s. Let's fix a singular point on each anti-canonical cycle F 1 and F 2 , and a section of the elliptic fibration. After such a choice Pic 0 of reducible curves F 1 and F 2 are canonically identified with Cˆ. We denote the corresponding Looijenga period maps by L X : ZrD 6 s ÝÑ Pic 0 pF 1 q " Cˆ, and A X : ZrD 6 s ÝÑ Pic 0 pF 2 q " Cˆ.
Problems 1 & 2 are related in the following way.
Theorem 1.1. Let T be a tetrahedron in H 3 with edge lengths l 12 , l 13 , . . . , l 34 and dihedral angles α 12 , α 13 , . . . , α 34 . There is a rational elliptic surface X T with a pair of I 2´fi bers F 1 and F 2 such that there exists a collection of six mutually orthogonal line bundles L ij trivial on F 1 and F 2 satisfying L X T pL ij q " e 2l ij , and A X T pL ij q " e 2iα ij .
Appropriate generalizations of this theorem hold in Euclidean and spherical geometries and can be upgraded to a 1´1 correspondence using the notion of a projective tetrahedron. Moreover, one can see that Regge symmetries for a tetrahedron T correspond to an action of the Weyl group W pD 6 q on the Picard lattice of the surface X T . This explains the fact that Regge symmetry acts on edge lengths and on dihedral angles in the similar way.
Trigonometry of a tetrahedron
In this section we formulate some corollaries of Theorem 1.1. Our main results are Theorems 1.2 and 1.6, which allow to compute the dihedral angles of a non-Euclidean tetrahedron from its edge lengths in a very simple and unexpected way. It would be interesting to find an elementary proof of these results. Surprisingly, their Euclidean analogues, formulated in Section 4.5, do not seem to be much easier.
A natural context for studying non-Euclidean trigonometry (following Cayley and Klein) is provided by considering a smooth quadric Q -P 1ˆP1 in P 3 . In this setting tetrahedra correspond to configurations of four planes H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 in P 3 . In the next section, we will introduce the notions of volume, edge lengths, dihedral angles, Regge symmetries, scissor congruence, and Gram determinant in this generality. For simplicity, in this section we formulate all the results for a hyperbolic tetrahedron. Theorem 1.2. Consider a hyperbolic tetrahedron T with edge lengths equal to l ij and dihedral angles equal to α ij . There exists a unique fractional linear transformation ψ P P SL 2 pCq such that ψ´e l 23`l34`l24¯" e pα 12`α13`α14´π qi , ψ´e l 13`l34`l14¯" e pα 12`α23`α24´π qi , ψ´e l 14`l24`l12¯" e pα 13`α23`α34´π qi , ψ´e l 12`l23`l13¯" e pα 14`α24`α34´π qi , ψ´e l 12`l23`l34`l14¯" e pα 12`α23`α34`α14 qi , ψ´e l 12`l24`l34`l13¯" e pα 12`α24`α34`α13 qi , ψ´e l 13`l23`l24`l14¯" e pα 13`α23`α24`α14 qi , ψ p1q " 1.
Theorem 1.2 has an interesting corollary. The solid angles of a hyperbolic tetrahedron T are Ω 1 " α 12`α13`α14´π , Ω 2 " α 12`α23`α24´π , Ω 3 " α 13`α23`α34´π , Ω 4 " α 14`α24`α34´π .
The perimeters of faces of T are P 1 " l 23`l24`l34 , P 2 " l 13`l14`l34 , P 3 " l 12`l14`l24 , P 4 " l 12`l13`l23 .
Corollary 1.3. The cross-ratio of the exponents of the solid angles of T coincides with the cross-ratio of the exponents of the perimeters of its faces:
re iΩ 1 , e iΩ 2 , e iΩ 3 , e iΩ 4 s " re P 1 , e P 2 , e P 3 , e P 4 s.
Remark. If instead T is a Euclidean tetrahedron, the following equality holds:
re iΩ 1 , e iΩ 2 , e iΩ 3 , e iΩ 4 s " rP 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 s.
The coefficients of the transformation ψ are determined by the edge lengths of T. To formulate the relation precisely, we need to introduce the conic bundle function of a tetrahedron. This exotic name is justified by the fact that this function naturally comes from a conic bundle on the surface X T . Definition 1.4. The conic bundle function of T is the rational function C T "`t´e l 23`l34`l24˘`t´e l 13`l34`l14˘`t´e l 14`l24`l12˘`t´e l 12`l23`l13p t´1q pt´e l 12`l23`l34`l14 q pt´e l 12`l24`l34`l13 q pt´e l 13`l23`l24`l14 q P Cptq.
It is easy to see that C T p0q " C T p8q " 1. Since C T is a rational function of degree 4, there exist two other numbers p 1 , p 2 P C such that C T pp 1 q " C T pp 2 q " 1. Definition 1.5. Numbers p 1 , p 2 P C are caled the principal parameters of the tetrahedron T.
The dual conic bundle function C T _ ptq is the conic bundle function for the dual tetrahedron. For hyperbolic tetrahedra we have:
C T _ ptq "`t´e pα 12`α13`α14´π qi˘`t´epα 12`α23`α24´π qi˘`t´epα 13`α23`α34´π qi˘`t´epα 14`α24`α34´π qip t´1q`t´e pα 12`α23`α34`α14 qi˘`t´epα 12`α24`α34`α13 qi˘`t´epα 13`α23`α24`α14 qi˘. Theorem 1.6. For every hyperbolic tetrahedron T, there exists a fractional linear transformation ψ P P SL 2 pCq such that
The transformation ψ is characterized uniquely by the fact that
This theorem has a few corollaries. First, it implies Theorem 1.2. Next, Regge symmetry preserves the function C T , and thus preserves the transformation ψ and the function C T _ . From this one can easily see that it acts on dihedral angles and edge lengths according to the same rule. A very beautiful proof of this statement can be found in [AI] .
Volume and scissor congruence class: formula of Cho and Kim
The conic bundle function C T can be used to compute the hyperbolic volume of T and its scissor congruence class. The fundamental relation between edge lengths, dihedral angles, and the volume was found by Schläfly and Lobachevsky. It states that for any family of hyperbolic tetrahedra´2 dVolpT q " ÿ l ij dα ij .
This allows to compute the volumes of some non-Euclidean polytopes. Lobachevsky performed this computation for orthoschemes (tetrahedra with three right angles). His goal was to support the claim that hyperbolic geometry is consistent. Namely, different ways of cutting polytopes into orthoschemes lead to identities between integrals, which Lobachevsky was able to check directly ([Lob1] , [Lob2] ). Since any polytope can be dissected into orthoschemes the computations of Lobachevsky in principle allow to compute the volume of an arbitrary hyperbolic polytope. Nevertheless, a general formula for the volume of a tetrahedron in terms of its edge lengths was missing until very recently ( [CK] , [MY] ). This formula (and a formula for the scissor congruence class of a tetrahedron) can be easily deduced from Theorems 1.2 and 1.6. To formulate it, recall the notion of the scissor congruence class of a tetrahedron. By definition, it is an element of the Bloch group
Here ZrCs is the free abelian group on the set of complex numbers z P C. The group of relations RpCq is generated by elements
The image in B 2 pCq of an element rzs P ZrCs is denoted tzu 2 Denote by B 2 pCq´the quotient of the Bloch group by the additional relations tzu 2`tz u 2 " 0. It is known that B 2 pCq´is isomorphic to the group of scissor congruence classes of hyperbolic polytopes (see [D] ). Every element tzu 2 P B 2 pCq is the scissor congruence class of an ideal tetrahedron: a tetrahedron with four vertices on the ideal boundary BH 3 with cross-ratio equal to z. The so-called five-term relation above represents the fact that a bi-pyramid with five vertices on the ideal boundary BH 3 can be cut either into two tetrahedra or into three tetrahedra. The Bloch-Wigner dilogarithm function Li 2 pzq : B 2 pCq ÝÑ R
gives the volume of a hyperbolic polytope, which only depends on its scissor congruence class. Let f 1 ptq, f 2 ptq, f 3 ptq be rational functions. They determine the following element in the Bloch group B 2 pCq :
Theorem 1.7. The scissor congruence class rT s P B 2 pCq´of a hyperbolic tetrahedron T is given by the formula rT s " hpC T pzq, ψpzq, zq.
Corollary 1.8 (Formula of Cho and Kim). The scissor congruence class rT s P B 2 pCq´of a hyperbolic tetrahedron T is given by the formula
This expression for the volume of T coincides with the formula found by Cho and Kim ([CK] , see also [MY] ). Note that Theorem 1.7 implies that the scissor congruence class of rT s does not change under Regge symmetry. This statement was known for hyperbolic tetrahedra ( [DL] ) and its proof is based on an explicit geometric argument. For the case of a spherical tetrahedron this result seems to be new. Also, this formula gives an answer to a question of Goncharov ([G1] , first part of Conjecture 4.15).
One can deduce Theorem 1.7 from Theorem 1.6 directly, but we postpone the proof of Theorem 1.7 untill the second part of this paper [Ru] , where its relation with the theory of mixed Tate motives will be explained (see also Section 1.6).
Main results: dictionary between tetrahedra and rational elliptic surfaces
A projective tetrahedron is a configuration of a smooth quadric Q in P 3 and four planes H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 in general position such that the intersection of each plane with Q is smooth and vertices A i " Ş j‰i H j do not lie on Q. Every non-Euclidean tetrahedron determines a unique projective tetrahedron (see Section 2.2). We introduce an analog of edge lengths and dihedral angles for projective tetrahedra in Section 2.3. Surprisingly, in this definition the combinatorics of the E 8 root lattice plays a key role. Let e A and e L be a pair of orthogonal roots in the lattice ZrE 8 s of type E 8 . We will define the length and angle functions of a projective tetrahedron T :
For a hyperbolic tetrahedron T and a collection of orthogonal roots e 12 , e 13 , e 14 , e 23 , e 24 , e 34 P xe A , e L y K these functions will satisfy L T pe ij q " e 2l ij and A T pe ij q " e 2iα ij . A rational elliptic surface X is a smooth projective rational surface with an elliptic fibration which is relatively minimal (no fiber contains a p´1q-curve) and admits a section. It is known that such surfaces have Euler characteristic equal to 12 and might have at most twelve singular fibers, whose possible types have been classified by Kodaira. A fiber of type I n is a cycle of n smooth rational curves intersecting transversally, such that the intersection graph is a polygon. Picard lattice PicpXq of this surface has rank 10 and signature p1, 9q. Moreover, letting f be the class of a fiber of the elliptic fibration we have f 2 " 0. One can show that the lattice f K {f has type E 8 .
We call a rational elliptic surface X with a pair of I 2´fi bers F 1 and F 2 a surface of type D 6 . Assume that the fiber F 1 has irreducible components F Theorem 1.9 (Main Theorem). There exists a canonical one-to-one correspondence T ÐÑ X T between marked projective tetrahedra and marked D 6 surfaces with the following property: the functions L T and L X T coincide and the functions A T and A X T coincide.
Group S 4ˆp Z{2Zq 6 acts on the set of marked projective tetrahedra by changing the marking. Consider a group that is generated by S 4ˆp Z{2Zq 6 and the Regge symmetry. This group has order 23040 and is isomorphic to the Weyl group W pD 6 q. On the other hand, the Weyl group W pD 6 q acts on the set of marked rational elliptic surface by changing the marking. Theorem 1.10. The one-to-one correspondence introduced in Theorem 1.9 is equivariant with respect to the Weyl group action.
For a marked projective tetrahedron T we will define another marked projective tetrahedron: its dual T _ (see Section 2.1).
Theorem 1.11. Surface X T K is isomorphic to the surface X T .
Our next result gives a solution to Problems 1 and 2 from Section 1.1. 2˙,
Theorem 1.12 implies Theorem 1.2. In the rest of this section we explain the idea behind the proof of Theorem 1.12. A D 6´s urface X carries structures of a conic bundle. Namely, it admits maps b :
with almost all fibers isomorphic to P 1 . There always exists a conic bundle structure for which the restriction of b to the four curves F pjq i is an isomorphism. In the generic situation, the conic bundle b has 8 singular fibers b´1pp l q, 1 ď l ď 8. The eight fibers b´1pp l q intersect both rational curves F given by b.
Constructing a rational elliptic surface from a tetrahedron
Let T be a projective tetrahedron. Here we describe the construction of the rational elliptic surface X T which corresponds to T. The construction consists of two steps. First we blow up the quadric Q at the twelve points H i X H j X Q and obtain a rational surface R T . Next, we blow down four non-intersecting p´1q´curves and obtain a rational elliptic surface X T . The last step is not canonical. Surprisingly, different choices of four p´1q´curves result in isomorphic rational elliptic surfaces. Unfortunately, we do not have a clear explanation of this fact yet and prove it using the Torelli theorem for anti-canonical pairs. The details of the construction are presented in Section 4.3.1.
Motivic explanation of our results
The most transparent relation between a tetrahedron T and the associated surface X T arises when comparing certain associated mixed Hodge structures (MHS). The details will appear in the sequel to our paper [Ru] .
Given a projective tetrahedron T, namely a quadric Q in P 3 and a configurations of four planes H i , we consider the following (Betti) cohomology group with rational coefficients
This group carries a MHS of mixed Tate type. One can also consider the de Rham version of this group
The comparison isomorphism
can be presented as an 8ˆ8 matrix, called a period matrix. Its coefficients carry information about edge lengths, dihedral angles and the volume of T. For a hyperbolic tetrahedron T and an appropriate choice of basis for M rT s B and M rT s dR , the period matrix is
The details of this computation can be found in [Br] , Section 5.3.3. The MHS on M rT s B can be read off from the period matrix above.
We show that M rT _ s B is Verdier dual to M rT s B p´3q. This is a cohomological counterpart of the relation between edge lengths and dihedral angles of a tetrahedron and its dual.
Next, let X be a rational elliptic surface with a pair of I 2 fibers F 1 and F 2 . We associate to it a rational mixed Hodge structure 
This explains why the same surface corresponds to T and T _ , with the role of fibers F 1 and F 2 exchanged.
Notation and conventions
Throughout this paper we will be working over a field of complex numbers. We denote by P n the n´dimensional projective space over C. For points P 1 , P 2 we denote by pP 1 P 2 q the line that passes through them. Similarly for three points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 we denote by pP 1 P 2 P 3 q the plane that contains them. For a point P and a line l we denote by xP, ly the plane that contains them. Finally for a pair of intersecting lines l 1 , l 2 we denote by xl 1 , l 2 y the plane that contains them.
Throughout the paper we use the formula
for the cross-ratio. The cross-ratio of four points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 on a line l is denoted rP 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 s l . Similarly, the cross-ratio of four points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 on a conic C is denoted rP 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 s C . Finally, the cross-ratio of four planes
Consider a birational isomorphism ϕ : X Y of smooth projective surfaces X and Y. For a smooth projective curve C in X we define
where Indpϕq is the locus of indeterminacy of ϕ. Then ϕpCq is a point or the map ϕ defines an isomorphism C ÝÑ ϕpCq, which we denote by the same letter. If C is rational and ϕpCq is not a point, then for every four points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 P C we have rP 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 s C " rf pP 1 q, f pP 2 q, f pP 3 q, f pP 4 qs f pCq .
We use this observation extensively in the proof of Lemma 4.3.
If X is a smooth projective surface and C Ă X is a curve, we denote by rCs the corresponding element in PicpXq. If for some element E P PicpXq, there exists a unique curve C on X with class rCs " E P PicpXq, we will denote the curve by the same letter E.
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Projective tetrahedra
In this section we define a projective tetrahedron which is a common generalization of the notion of spherical and hyperbolic tetrahedra. We define duality, edge lengths, and dihedral angles for projective tetrahedra.
Definition of a projective tetrahedron
Definition 2.1. A projective tetrahedron T is a configuration in P 3 consisting of a quadric Q and a set of four planes H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 Ă P 3 satisfying the following conditions: 1) Q is smooth,
We denote a projective tetrahedron by T " pQ; H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 q. Two projective tetrahedra T and T 1 are congruent if there exists a projective transformation of P 3 sending the quadric and planes associated to T to the quadric and planes associated to T 1 . Notice that the ordering of the planes H i is not a part of the structure of a projective tetrahedron. We call planes H i faces of T, lines H i X H j edges of T, and points A i " Ş j‰i H j vertices of T . We expect that our main results could be generalized appropriately for some weakening of conditions 1q´4q.
Recall that projective duality is a correspondence between algebraic subvarieties of the projective space P 3 and its dual pP 3 q _ . Points, lines, and planes are dual to planes, lines, and points respectively. Moreover, the dual of a smooth quadric is again a smooth quadric. A fixed smooth quadric Q in P 3 can be used to identify the projective space and its dual.
Fix a smooth quadric Q -P 1ˆP1 in P 3 . Throughout the paper we will use it to identify P 3 and pP 3 q _ . For every point x P Q, consider L x and R x , the left and right generators of Q which contain x. Generators of the quadric are self-dual. Let l be any line in P 3 which does not lie on Q. It intersects Q in a pair of distinct points x, y. The dual line l _ is the unique line passing through the points L x X R y and R x X L y .
Definition 2.2. Let T " pQ; H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 q be a projective tetrahedron in P 3 . The dual tetrahedron T _ is given by the configuration pQ;
It is easy to see that conditions p1q´p4q in Definition 2.1 are satisfied for T _ . Also, notice that the edges of T are dual to the edges of T _ . The three edges of T contained in the face H i are dual to the edges of T _ passing through the vertex H _ i . Next, we introduce a notion of a marking of a projective tetrahedron. It is combinatorial data which is needed to define edge lengths and dihedral angles of T. Definition 2.3. Let T " pQ; H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 q be a projective tetrahedron in P 3 . A marking of T consists of the following data:
1)The choice of a family of generators of the quadric Q, 2)An ordering of the set of faces H i of T, 3)An ordering of the points H i X H j X Q, in which an edge of T intersects the quadric.
A projective tetrahedron admits at most 2 7¨4 ! markings, but it may admit less if some edges of T are tangent to the quadric. Every marking of a tetrahedron T determines a marking of the dual tetrahedron T _ . We may assume that the chosen family of generators is a family of left generators. Suppose that an edge pA i A j q intersects Q in the ordered set of points pE ij , E ji q.
Hyperbolic and spherical tetrahedra
Consider a geodesic tetrahedron T in hyperbolic space H 3 . In the Klein model H 3 is identified with the interior of a unit ball in R 3 . We view R 3 as the set of real points of an affine space inside complex projective space P 3 . Let Q be the projectivization of the complexification and of the unit sphere and H i be the projectivizations of the complexifications of the faces of T , which in the Klein model are contained in Euclidean planes. In this way, we associate a projective tetrahedron to a hyperbolic tetrahedron.
Notice that an ordering of the faces of the hyperbolic tetrahedron determines a canonical marking of the corresponding projective tetrahedron. In hyperbolic geometry, ideal and hyperideal tetrahedra are considered. Some of the vertices of ideal tetrahedra are lying on the ideal boundary of hyperbolic space, so the corresponding configuration would violate condition p4q of Definition 2.1. Nevertheless, most of our results could be extended to this case. A hyperideal tetrahedron in the Klein model may only have vertices outside of the ideal boundary of hyperbolic space. It naturally defines a projective tetrahedron.
Next, consider a geodesic tetrahedron T in the three-dimensional sphere S 3 . In the Klein model S 3 is presented as the set
Geodesic lines and planes on S 3 are obtained by intersecting S 3 with planes and hyperplanes of R 4 containing the origin. Denote by V a complexification of R 4 and let P 3 " PpV q be its projectivization. Let Q be the quadric
and H i be the projectivizations of the complexifications of the planes containing the faces. In this way, we associate the projective tetrahedron pQ; H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 q to the spherical tetrahedron T .
Remark. The case of a Euclidean tetrahedron corresponds to a singular quadric Q. Our results extend to this case (see Section 4.5).
2.3 Root lattice of type E 8 , edge lengths and dihedral angles .
Our goal
Hyperbolic and spherical tetrahedra are parametrized their edge lengths. Our goal is to introduce a way to parametrize marked projective tetrahedra in a similar way. Surprisingly, the most natural parametrization of marked projective tetrahedra is based on combinatorics of the E 8 root system. Let T " pQ; H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 q be a marked projective tetrahedron. For every edge A i A j we consider points E ij and E ji in which the edge intersects Q. In this way we get six invariants
In hyperbolic and spherical geometry these invariants are given by e 2|A i A j | and characterize a tetrahedron up to isometry. This is not longer true for projective tetrahedra. On the other hand, e |A i A j | , the square root of e 2|A i A j | , is defined only up to a sign. We will prove below that the following expressions are well-defined:
Let e A and e L be two orthogonal roots in a root lattice of type E 8 . Together with parameters e 2|A i A j | , the quantities above determine a map
This map is called the length function of T . Using projective duality, we can similarly introduce the angle function
The root lattice of type E 8
Consider the root lattice of type E 8 . We normalize scalar product so that the norm of every root is´2. It is known that in the E 8 root system one can find a set of eight mutually orthogonal roots, which we denote e 12 , e 13 , e 14 , e 23 , e 24 , e 34 , e A , e L .
Weyl group W pE 8 q acts transitively on sets of eight orthogonal roots. Given such a set one can write down all 240 roots of E 8 : Remark. When presented in this form, the combinatorics of the root system E 8 reflects the combinatorics of a tetrahedron. The six roots in the first row correspond to edges of T. The roots e A and e L play the roles of markers, corresponding to the tetrahedron and its dual. The roots in the second row correspond to cycles omitting a pair of opposite edges, while roots in the last row correspond to pairs of opposite edges. Finally, roots in the third row correspond to three edges meeting in a vertex and roots in the forth row correspond to three edges contained in the same face.
The orthogonal complement of every root r in E 8 forms a root lattice of type E 7 . For us, lattices pe A q K and pe L q K will play a special role. Their intersection is a root lattice of type D 6 . A marking of a lattice of type E 8 is an isometry between this lattice and the concrete presentation described above. We will denote a marked E 8 lattice by the symbol QrE 8 s. We will use the notation ZrE 8 s when we disregard the marking.
Line bundles on a rational polygon
A rational polygon D is a reducible algebraic curve that consists of smooth rational irreducible components intersecting transversally in such a way that the intersection graph is a cycle. By an orientation of D we mean an orientation of the dual graph. Denote the compo- To be explicit, suppose that a pair of smooth points x, y of the same component D k is given. Then the divisor rxs´rys lies in Pic 0 pDq and
Projective triangles
Definition 2.4. A projective triangle t is a configuration in P 2 consisting of a conic q and a set of three lines l 1 , l 2 , l 3 Ă P 2 satisfying the following conditions: 1) q is smooth, 2) l 1 , l 2 , l 3 are in general position, 3) The points a i " Ş j‰i l j do not lie on q. Suppose that
We will use the same notation t for the triangle and an oriented rational polygon l 1 Y l 2 Y l 3 . Consider the following map p : Pic 0 ptq ÝÑ Cŵ hich was defined in Section 2.3.3. Let l be an arbitrary line in P 2 which does not contain points a i . The class rl X ts P Picptq does not depend on the choice of the line and will be denoted by rls.
Lemma 2.5. For every ti, j, ku " t1, 2, 3u an expression pprx i,j s`rx j,k s`rx k,i s´rlsq P Cî s not equal to 1. Furthermore, the following equality holds:
Proof. One can easily see that
Moreover, we have the following equality in Picptq :
rC X ts " 2rls.
On the other hand, rC X ts " rx ij s`rx ji s`rx jk s`rx kj s`rx ki s`rx ik s.
The element rx ij s`rx jk s`rx ki s´rls lies in Pic 0 ptq and does not equal to 1, because otherwise C would contain a line. Finally,
Remark. One could look at the same proof from another angle. Consider the surface obtained by blowing up P 2 at six points a 12 , a 21 , a 23 , a 32 , a 13 , a 31 . Since these points lie on the same conic, we obtain a weak del Pezzo surface. The strict transform of t is an anti-canonical divisor on the surface. The corresponding Looijenga period map ZrD 4 s ÝÑ Cˆsends one of the roots to 1. Its values on the other roots equal to ra i , x ij , a j , x ji s or pprx i,j s`rx j,k s`rx k,i s´rlsq for ti, j, ku " t1, 2, 3u.
Edge lengths and dihedral angles
Let T be a marked projective tetrahedron. For every ti, j, k, lu " t1, 2, 3, 4u we consider a projective triangle in the plane H i given by the conic Q X H i and the lines
Consider the characters of the lattice pe A q K of type E 7 which take value 1 on the root e L . Such characters form a torus 
The correctness of this definition follows from Lemma 2.5.
Example 2.7. If a projective tetrahedron T is associated to a hyperbolic tetrahedron with edge lengths l ij then L T pe ij q " e 2l ij .
Similar expressions hold for other roots. For instance,
2˙" e l 12`l13`l23 .
Our next goal is to define the angle function. Notice that the scalar product in the root lattice E 8 defines a nondegenerate bilinear pairing
Consider the dual torus
A character in T _ is defined by its values on the following roots e 12 , e 13 , e 14 , e 23 , e 24 , e 34 , e 12`e13`e14`eA 2 , e 12`e23`e24`eA 2 , e 13`e23`e34`eA 2 , e 14`e24`e34`eA 2 .
Definition 2.8. The angle function of a projective tetrahedron T is a character A T P T _ whose values on the roots above are given by: Since the determinant above depends only on the length function L, we will also denote it detpL T q.
Stricktly speaking, the expression above does not make sense since the length function is not defined on half-roots. In the following lemma we show that after expanding the determinant it can be expressed in terms of the values of L T on roots.
Lemma 2.11. The following formula holds:
Here the summation goes over roots of E 8 satisfying the stated properties. We use the convention that Lpe A q " Lpe L q " 1.
Moduli space of marked projective tetrahedra
Definition 2.12. Consider an open subvariety T˝of the torus T defined by inequality
Let T be the double cover of T˝ramified along the divisor detpLq " 0. We call T the moduli space of marked projective tetrahedra.
Proposition 2.13. Complex points of the variety T parametrize marked projective tetrahedra.
Proof. We associate to a marked projective tetrahedron T its length function L T P T. First we show that if T is a marked projective tetrahedron, then L T P T˝. We can choose homogeneous coordinates in P 3 so that
A 2 " r0, 1, 0, 0s,
A 3 " r0, 0, 1, 0s,
Let q " ř a ij x i x j be the equation of Q. Since A i R Q we have a ii ‰ 0. After a change of coordinates, we can assume that a ii " 1, i " 1, . . . 4. Let λ ij , λ´1 ij be the solutions of the equation t 2´2 ta ij`1 " 0. It is easy to see that λ 2 ij " Lpe ij q. The matrix pa ij q of Q is equal to the Gram matrix of T . Since Q is smooth, detpL T q ‰ 0. The remaining inequalities follow from Lemma 2.5. By choosing a family of generators of Q we associate to T a point of T .
After a projective transformation rx 1 : x 2 : x 3 : x 4 s ÝÑ rx 1 : λ 12 x 2 : λ 13 x 3 : λ 14 x 4 s .
This shows that a marked projective tetrahedron is uniquely defined by the corresponding point of T and that all points of T can be obtained in this way.
Regge symmetries and projective duality
Our goal here is to define Regge symmetries for projective tetrahedra. This is easy to do since Regge symmetries are defined in terms of their action on edge lengths. Definition 2.14. Consider the Weyl group W pD 6 q acting by isometries on the lattice
This group acts on the moduli space of marked projective tetrahedra r T˝by Lemma 2.11.
Example 2.15. The classical Regge symmetry
is a reflection with respect to the root e 13`e14`e23`e24 2 .
Notice that the subgroup S 4ˆp Z{2Zq 6 of W pD 6 q acts on the moduli space of marked projective tetrahedra by permuting markings. The whole group W pD 6 q is generated by this subgroup and Regge symmetry.
There exists a unique automorphism δ of the lattice QpE 8 q such that δpe 12 q " e 34 , δpe 13 q "´e 24 , δpe 14 q " e 23 , δpe A q " e L , δpe 23 q " e 14 , δpe 24 q "´e 13 , δpe 34 q " e 12 , δpe L q " e A .
It induces an isomorphism
Lemma 2.16. Consider a projective tetrahedron T and its dual T _ . The following equalities hold:
Proof. The statement follows immediately from Definitions 11 and 12.
Consider an automorphism ∆ : T ÝÑ T given by ∆pL T q " L T _ . Problem 1 from the introduction is equivalent to the problem of finding a formula for ∆.
Main results about trigonometry of projective tetrahedra
Definition 2.17. Let T be a marked projective tetrahedron. Its conic bundle function
12`e23`e13`eL 2˘˘`t´L T`e 12`e24`e14`eL 2˘˘`t´L T`e 13`e34`e14`eL 2˘˘`t´L T`e 23`e34`e24`eL 2˘p t´1q`t´L T`e 12`e23`e34`e14 2˘˘`t´L T`e 12`e24`e34`e13 2˘˘`t´L T`e 13`e23`e24`e14 2˘˘.
(18)
For the dual tetrahedron T _ the conic bundle function can be computed from Lemma 2.16. We get
pt´A T`e 14`e24`e34`eA 2˘˘`t´A T`e 13`e23`e34`eA 2˘˘`t´A T`e 12`e23`e34`eA 2˘˘`t´A T`e 12`e13`e14`eA 2˘p t´1q`t´A T`e 12`e23`e34`e14 2˘˘`t´A T`e 12`e24`e34`e13 2˘˘`t´A T`e 13`e23`e24`e14 2˘˘.
(19)
Definition 2.18. Principal parameters of of T are two roots of the equation C T ptq " 1 that are not equal to 0, 8.
We will show later that pp 1´p2 q 2 " detpG T q. Our first result is the following. 
This theorem immediately implies Theorem 1.6 from the introduction.
Corollary 2.20. The fractional transformation ψ T sends numbers in the first column to the corresponding numbers in the right column below. 2˙,
This corollary gives a relatively explicit description of the map ∆.
Definition 2.21. Let T be a marked projective tetrahedron. Denote by F T the extension of Q, obtained by adjoining ? G T and the numbers L T prq for all roots r P pZe A q K . We call it the field of definition of a marked projective tetrahedron.
Proof. First, p 1`p2 lies in F T because p 1 and p 2 are roots of a quadratic polynomial with coefficients in F T . Moreover p 1´p2 "˘?G T , and so it also lies in F T . This shows that p 1 and p 2 lie in F T . Theorem 2.20 implies that the expressions
Finally, we will show that Regge symmetry acts on the angle function in the same way it acts on the lengths function.
Theorem 2.23. The map ∆ is W pD 6 q´equivariant.
Rational elliptic surfaces and Looijenga period maps 3.1 Rational elliptic surfaces
A rational elliptic surface is a smooth projective surface X, which is rational and admits a map to P 1 with generic fiber of genus 1. We assume that the elliptic fibration is relatively minimal (fibers do not contain exceptional curves of the first kind) and has a section. In this case, the elliptic fibration on X is unique and is given by the anti-canonical linear system |´K X |. It is known that every rational elliptic surface can be obtained by blowing up P 2 in the nine base points of a pencil of elliptic curves. Moreover, the pencil of elliptic curves determines the elliptic fibration on X.
The Picard lattice of X has rank 10 and signature p1, 9q. Denote by f the class of a fiber, which is equal to´K X . The orthogonal complement xf y K contains the class f since f 2 " 0. One can show that the lattice xf y K {xf y is negatively defined, even, and unimodular, and so is isometric to the E 8 lattice. An element r P PicpXq is called a root if r¨f " 0 and r 2 "´2.
If s 0 is a section of X, then the lattice xs 0 , f y is unimodular so
PicpXq " xs 0 , f y ' xs 0 , f y K .
The natural projection
is then an isomorphism. The self-intersection number of a smooth rational curve C on a rational elliptic surface is greater or equal than´2. This follows from the adjunction formula:
Smooth rational curves with self-intersection number´2 are precisely irreducible components of reducible fibers of the elliptic fibration. Their class in PicpXq is a root. We will call them p´2q´curves. Smooth rational curves with self-intersection number´1 are sections of the elliptic fibration on X. We will call them p´1q-curves. The classification of singular fibers of elliptic fibrations goes back to Kodaira. The Euler characteristic of a rational elliptic surface is equal to 12, so it can have at most twelve singular fibers. The simplest type of a singular fiber is an n´gon made up of n smooth rational curves intersecting transversally. Such a singular fiber is called of type I n .
Definition 3.1. Let X be a rational elliptic surface with a pair F 1 , F 2 of singular fibers of type I 2 . We call a triple pX, F 1 , F 2 q a surface of type D 6 or D 6´s urface.
The non-standard name "D 6 -surface" is motivated by the fact that the orthogonal complement in E 8 " f K {f to the components of the fibers F 1 and F 2 is a root lattice of type D 6 . Definition 3.2. A marking of a rational elliptic surface X of type D 6 consists of the following data:
1) a section s 0 of the elliptic fibration (zero section), 2) an isomorphism m : QpE 8 q ÝÑ f K {f sending e A and e L to the classes of components of fibers F 1 and F 2 , which intersect s 0 .
3) A choice of a nodal point in both I 2´fi bers.
The Weyl group W pD 6 q of size 23040 acts on the set of markings by changing the isomorphism I.
Looijenga period maps
In this section we adapt the ideas of rLs, Section 5 to the case of a surface X of type D 6 . A choice of marking determines an orientation on the rational polygons F 1 and F 2 in the sense of Section 2.3.3. This fixes isomorphisms Pic 0 pF 1 q -Pic 0 pF 2 q -Cˆ.
Let d be a class of a divisor in PicpXq, which restricts trivially to both components of F 1 . This happens if and only if d¨f " 0 and d¨e A " 0 in f K {f -QpE 8 q. Every such class determines an element in Pic 0 pF 1 q -Cˆ. The restriction of both divisors rF pjq 2 s to F 1 is trivial, so we get a map
Similarly, we can define a map
y exchanging the roles of F 1 and F 2 .
Here is a more explicit description of the map L X (similar statements hold for A X ). We have
where the components F p1q i intersect the section s 0 . Then we label nodal points
Every root r P PicpXq can be represented as a difference of classes of some sections s 1 and s 2 , which intersect the fiber F 1 in the same component. If this component is
Let D be an irreducible component of a reducible fiber, distinct from F 1 and F 2 . Then D is a p´2q´curve on X and rDs¨f " 0.
The converse is also true: if for some root r P QpE 8 q, such that r¨e A " 0, the equality Lprq " 1 holds, then r is the class of a component of a reducible fiber and A X prq " 1. The fiber b´1ppq will be denoted b p .
Proposition 3.4. Every surface of type D 6 carries a conic bundle structure.
Proof. For a generic surface the statement is obvious. We will prove the general statement in [Ru] .
A computation of Euler characteristics shows that a conic bundle structure b on X has at most eight singular fibers.
Lemma 3.5. Every singular fiber of a conic bundle structure on a D 6´s urface X is a chain of smooth rational curves X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k where X 1 , X k are p´1q-curves and X 2 , . . . , X k´1 are p´2q´curves.
Proof. This result follows immediately from the classification of singular fibers of conic bundles on rational elliptic surfaces (see [GS] , Proposition 5.1).
Components X 1 and X k are sections of the elliptic fibration. These sections intersect both fibers F i in distinct components. For a singular fiber b p we denote the component intersecting by b 2 p . Notice that these components may coincide. Definition 3.6. Consider a D 6´s urface X endowed with a conic bundle structure b on it. The conic bundle function C X,b ppq is the rational function on the target space of b which associates to a point p P P 1 a cross-ratio of the four points in which the fiber b p intersects F pjq i . Namely
Remark. The formula above only makes sense on an open subset of P 1 . Yet, one can extend it to a well-defined map P 1 ÝÑ M 0,4 sending a point p in the target space of the conic bundle to the ordered configuration of four points on the fiber b p , in which it intersects components of F 1 and F 2 . This statement follows directly from the formula for C X,b and Lemma 3.5.
Relation between the Looijenga period maps
Consider a D 6´s urface X with a conic bundle structure b. Assume that the function L X is known. In this section we explain how to find the function A X and solve Problem 2 from the introduction.
Denote by p 1 , . . . , p 8 the critical values of b. By Proposition 3.7
Lemma 3.8. Fix coordinate t 1 on the base space of the conic bundle in the way that
Then the conic bundle function is given by
Notice that the last bracket in the denominator is pt´1q.
Proof. The morphism b : X ÝÑ P 1 induces an isomorphism between F p1q 1 and P 1 . Hence the conic bundle function can be viewed as a rational function on F Similarly, we can fix a coordinate t 2 on the base space of the conic bundle so that bpF 12 2 q " 0, bpF 21 2 q " 8, bpp 8 q " 1.
Proposition 3.9. There exists a unique fractional linear transformation ψ X,b ptq such that a)
Proof. Both statements follow directly from the fact that the functions C L X,b pt 1 q and C A X,b pt 2 q differ by the change of coordinates t 2 " ψ X,b pt 1 q on the base of the conic bundle.
Our next goal is to give an explicit formula for the conic bundle function. We assume for simplicity that the conic bundle b has eight distinct singular fibers. Consider the divisor B " rb p s P PicpXq.
Lemma 3.10. The following equality holds in PicpXq :
Proof. Consider eight p´1q´curves b 1 p i , 1 ď i ď 8. These curves are pairwise disjoint, so could be blown down simultaneously by a morphism
Y is a rational surface of Picard number 2 with a p´2q-curve, hence Y is isomorphic to a the Hirzenbruch surface Σ 2 . Let s Y P PicpY q be the classe of the zero section and f Y P PicpY q be the classes of a fiber. It is known that PicpY q "
and r˚f Y " B. From this the lemma follows.
Lemma 3.11. There exists a marking of the surface X such that 
Proof. Our goal is to define an isometry
For simplicity we denote a vector in f K and its image in f K {f by the same letter. First, notice that b 1 It is easy to see that m is an isometry and has the required properties.
Lemma 3.11 and Proposition 3.9 immediately imply Theorem 1.12.
Proposition 3.12. Let X be a D 6´s urface. Then detpL X q ‰ 0.
Proof. Since X is D 6 surface, the points F q. Now the statement follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 3.13. Assume that a i ‰ 0 for 1 ď i ď 6. Then the polynomial pt`a 1 a 2 a 3 qpt`a 2 a 4 a 6 qpt`a 1 a 5 a 6 qpt`a 3 a 4 a 5 qṕ t´a 1 a 2 a 4 a 5 qpt´a 1 a 3 a 4 a 6 qpt´a 2 a 3 a 5 a 6 qpt´1q has a nonzero double root if and only if the Gram determinant
Proof. Unfortunately, the only proof we know at the moment is a direct computation, which we omit.
The moduli space of marked D 6´s urfaces
In this section we show that the moduli space of marked surfaces of type D 6 coincides with the moduli space T of marked projective tetrahedra.
Let X be a marked surface of type D 6 . The period map
Proposition 3.14. Points of the variety T are in bijection with isomorphism classes of marked surfaces of type D 6 .
Proof. Consider the map that associates to a marked surface X of type D 6 the period map L X P T. First we show that L X P T˝. It is easy to see that the point L X P T satisfies the property L X prq ‰ 1 for all roots r such that r¨e L ‰ 0. Indeed, this condition is equivalent to the condition that there are no p´2q´components in the fiber F 2 other than F p1q 2 and F p2q 2 . Also, we have shown in Proposition 3.12 that detpG L q ‰ 0. Choice of an order of the points tF p12q 2 , F p21q 2 u is a part of the marking of X. This allows to associate to T a point in the double cover T of Tr amified along det L " 0.
Next, consider two marked D 6´s urfaces X 1 and X 2 with L X 1 " L X 2 . Recall that for every rational elliptic surface X with section s 0 there exists an orthogonal decomposition PicpXq " xs 0 , f y ' xf y K xf y .
Then, markings of the surfaces X i allow us to define an isomorphism ψ : PicpX 1 q ÝÑ PicpX 2 q, which sends classes of the zero section and the fiber for X 1 to the corresponding fibers for X 2 , and which is equal to m 2˝m´1 1 on the orthogonal complement to those classes. Now we are in a position to apply the Torelli theorem for surfaces with an anti-canonical cycle (Theorem 5.3 in [L] ). The map ψ sends roots to roots, positive roots to positive roots, nodal roots to nodal roots and commutes with the period map. By the Torelli theorem it must be induced by an isomorphism ψ : X 1 ÝÑ X 2 . The only ambiguity is in the action of ψ on the marking of nodal points of the second special fiber. This implies that the map associating to a marked surface of type D 6 the period map L X is a double covering. It remains to prove that this map is surjective. This easily follows from Proposition 5.5 in [L] .
4 Correspondence between projective tetrahedra and D 6´s urfaces 4.1 Plan of the proof of Theorem 1.9
Our goal in this section is to prove Theorem 1.9 and its corollaries. By the results of the previous two sections (Propositions 2.13 and 3.14), to every point L P T we can associate a marked projective tetrahedron T and a marked rational elliptic surface X of type D 6 . This defines a 1´1 correspondence between marked projective tetrahedra and marked rational elliptic surfaces. In Section 4.3.1 we construct a surface X T explicitly from a marked tetrahedron T , using blow ups. Unfortunately, this construction is not canonical. Nonetheless, we will use Proposition 3.14 to show that the surface obtained in this way does not depend on the construction.
To a tetrahedron T the angle map A T P T _ is associated. For surface X we can consider the second Looijenga period map A X P T _ . Our main result (Lemma 4.3) states that these two functions coincide. This proofs Theorem 1.9.
4.2 Proofs of Theorems 1.10, 1.11, 2.19 and 2.23
The Weyl group W pD 6 q acts on the lattice E 8 as a stabilizer of the roots e A and e F , so it acts on the lattice pZe A q K Ze L and hence on T . This implies Theorem 1.10.
To prove Theorem 1.11 notice that an action of the isometry δ on T can be interpreted in two different ways. On one hand it acts by the duality automorphism ∆. On the other hand it acts by changing the marking of a D 6´s urface.
Theorems 2.19 and 2.23 follow immediately from Theorem 1.9 and Proposition 3.9.
4.3 Proof of Theorem 1.9
4.3.1 Constructing a D 6´s urface from a projective tetrahedron
Consider a marked projective tetrahedron T " pQ; H 1 . . . , H 4 q. We construct rational elliptic surface X T in two steps. First, we blow up the twelve points E i,j and obtain a rational surface R T . We denote the class of the preimage of the exceptional divisor associated to the blow up of E ij by rE ij s and the strict transform of the generators of the quadric by rLs and rRs. To get the surface X T from R T we blow down the following four p´1q´curves: We may assume that they are pairwise disjoint because we assume that the tetrahedron is generic. Denote by g : Q ÝÑ X the resulting rational map.
Lemma 4.1. The surface X T is a rational elliptic surface of type D 6 .
Proof. The eight p´1q-curves rE 13 s, rE 31 s, rE 14 s, rE 41 s, rE 23 s, rE 32 s, rE 24 s, rE 42 s are mutually disjoint on X T so they can be blown down simultaneously. Doing so, we obtain a del Pezzo surface of Picard number 1. This surface contains a curve of self-intersection number 2, namely the image of the strict transform of H i X Q, so it has to be isomorphic to P 1ˆP1 . The images of the curves rE ij s lie on a pair of reducible p2, 2q´curves, which are the strict transforms of pH 1 Y H 2 q X Q and pH 3 Y H 4 q X Q, so X T is a rational elliptic surface with a pair of I 2´fi bers.
We introduce the following notation for the components of the fibers:
( 28) and singular points :" gprE 21 sq,
:" gprLs`rRs´rE 12 s´rE 34 s´rE 43 sq, Lemma 4.2. The Picard lattice of X T is generated by the classes l :" gprLs`rRs´rE 12 s´rE 34 sq, r :" gprLs`rRs´rE 12 s´rE 43 sq u 13 :" gprE 13 sq, u 31 :" gprE 31 sq, u 14 :" gprE 14 sq, u 41 :" gprE 41 sq, u 23 :" gprE 23 sq, u 32 :" gprE 32 sq, u 34 :" gprE 34 sq, u 43 :" gprE 43 sq.
(30)
The pairing is given on the classes by l 2 " r 2 " 0, l¨r " 1,
The canonical class is ´2l´2r`u 13`u31`u14`u41`u23`u32`u24`u42 .
Proof. This description comes from the presentation of X T as a blow up of P 1ˆP1 in eight points, as in Lemma 4.1.
Next, our goal is to mark the lattice f K {f by constructing an explicit isomorphism m : QpE 8 q ÝÑ f K {f. For every class d in PicpX T q which is orthogonal to f, We denote class d in PicpX T q which is orthogonal to f, and its image in f K {f by the same letter. We put
2 s " l`r´u 23´u32´u24´u42 , mpe 12 q " l`r´u 23´u32´u14´u41 , mpe 13 q " u 31´u13 , mpe 14 q " u 14´u41 , mpe 23 q " u 32´u23 , mpe 24 q " u 24´u42 , mpe 34 q " l´r.
(32)
One check sthat m extends to the required isomorphism. For instance,
Lemma 4.3 (Main Lemma). Let T be a marked projective tetrahedron and X T the rational elliptic surface, constructed above.
1) For every root
To simplify exposition, we will assume that the tetrahedron is sufficiently general (which will be specified in the proof).
Proof of the main lemma: edge lengths
Our goal is to show that the maps
Proof. For all these roots the proof is similar because of the symmetries in the construction of the surface X T . It is sufficient to show that
Consider the sections l´u 23 and u 42 of the elliptic fibration on the surface X T . They both intersect component F 
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 4.5.
Consider the sections u 31 and u 23 of the elliptic fibration on the surface X T . They both intersect component F 
Since roots from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 generate the lattice pe A q K Z¨e L , the first part of Lemma 4.3 is proven.
Proof of the main lemma: dihedral angles
Our goal is to show that the maps This concludes the proof of the lemma.
This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 1.9.
Some examples
We start this section with a detailed discussion of two very special cases corresponding to two extremal rational elliptic surfaces. Definition 4.8. A rational elliptic surface is extremal if its elliptic fibration admits a finite number of sections.
Extremal rational elliptic surfaces have been classified (see [MP] ). Among them, only two have a pair of I 2 fibers. Both surfaces are uniquely characterized by the types of singular fibers. One of them has fibers of types I 2 , I 2 , I2 while the other has fibers of types I 2 , I 2 , I 4 , I 4 .
A tetrahedron tangent to the quadric along every edge
Consider a projective tetrahedron T " pQ; H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 q such that all its edges are tangent to Q. It is easy to see that all such configurations are projectively equivalent. One of them is given by H i " tt i " 0u and Q " t 2 1`t 2 2`t 2 3`t 2 4´2 t 1 t 2´2 t 1 t 3´2 t 1 t 4´2 t 2 t 3´2 t 2 t 4´2 t 3 t 4 .
The edge function L T takes the value 1 on e 8 and all roots orthogonal to e 7 and e 8 . On the other roots it takes the value´1. From this, it follows that the corresponding rational elliptic surface has three singular fibers: two of type I 2 and one of type I2 . There is a unique surface with these types of fibers and it has four p´1q´curves. The corresponding rational function is C T ptq " pt`1q 4 pt´1q 4 .
PThe principal parameters of T are p 1 " i and p 2 "´i, and the corresponding linear fractional transformation is ψptq " pt´iqp1`iq pt`iqp1´iq .
This implies that C T _ ptq " C T ptq and that the tetrahedron T is self-dual (which is easy to see from the geometric definition of T ).
A regular spherical tetrahedron with six right angles
Consider a spherical tetrahedron with all dihedral angles equal to π 2 . For instance, it can be given by the configuration H i " tt i " 0u and Q " t The edge function L T takes value˘1 on all roots. The corresponding rational elliptic surface has four singular fibers: two of type I 2 and two of type I 4 . There is a unique surface with those types of fibers and it has eight p´1q´curves. The corresponding rational function is C T ptq " pt´iq 4 pt´1q 4 .
The principal parameters of T are p 1 " 1`i and p 2 " 1`i 2 , and the corresponding linear fractional transformation is ψptq " tp1´iq´1 t´pi`1q .
This implies that
and the edge lengths of T equal to 3π 2 .
Euclidean tetrahedra

Trigonometry of a Euclidean tetrahedron
In this section we state a version of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for the classical case of a Euclidean tetrahedron in R 3 . Our results can be proven in two ways. The first way is to obtain them from the corresponding statements in non-Euclidean geometry of curvature κ by considering the limiting case when κ tends to 0. The other way is to generalize the correspondence between projective tetrahedra and rational elliptic surfaces to a degenerate case where the quadric Q is singular. The details are left to the reader. Theorem 4.9. Consider a Euclidean tetrahedron T with edge lengths l i and dihedral angles α i . There is a fractional linear transformation ψpzq P P SL 2 pCq such that ψ´e ipα 1`α2`α3´π q¯" l 4`l5`l6 ψ´e ipα 3`α4`α5´π q¯" l 1`l2`l6 ψ´e ipα 1`α5`α6´π q¯" l 2`l3`l4 ψ´e ipα 2`α4`α6´π q¯" l 1`l3`l5 ψ´e ipα 1`α2`α4`α5 q¯" l 1`l4`l2`l5 ψ´e ipα 1`α3`α4`α6 q¯" l 1`l4`l3`l6 ψ´e ipα 2`α3`α5`α6 q¯" l 2`l5`l3`l6 ψ p1q " 0.
The transformation ψ also is characterized by the fact that it sends 1 to 0 and the double root of the polynomial pt´e ipα 1`α2`α3´πpt´e ipα 3`α4`α5´πpt´e ipα 1`α5`α6´πpt´e ipα 2`α4`α6´πṕ t´1qpt´e ipα 1`α2`α4`α5pt´e ipα 1`α3`α4`α6pt´e ipα 2`α3`α5`α6" 0 to 8. Moreover, the transformation ψ sends the rational function pt´e ipα 1`α2`α3´πpt´e ipα 3`α4`α5´πpt´e ipα 1`α5`α6´πpt´e ipα 2`α4`α6´πpt´1qpt´e ipα 1`α2`α4`α5pt´e ipα 1`α3`α4`α6pt´e ipα 2`α3`α5`α6P Cptq to pt´pl 4`l5`l6 qqpt´pl 1`l2`l6 qqpt´pl 2`l3`l4 qqpt´pl 1`l3`l5tpt´pl 1`l4`l2`l5 qqpt´pl 1`l4`l3`l6 qqpt´pl 2`l5`l3`l6P Cptq.
The rational elliptic surface corresponding to a Euclidean tetrahedron
Consider a rational elliptic surface X. A singular fiber F of type III is a union of two P 1 components intersecting in one point with multiplicity two. It can be viewed as a degenerate version of an I 2´fi ber. The Picard group of a fiber of type III is isomorphic to C. This isomorphism is unique up to rescaling.
Let X be a rational elliptic surface with a fiber F 1 of type III and a fiber F 2 of type I 2 . The definition of a marking and the structure of the Picard lattice is the same as for surfaces of type D 6 . One can define a pair of Looijenga period maps
where the first map is defined up to a multiplicative constant. The following theorem implies Theorem 4.9.
Theorem 4.10. Let T be a tetrahedron in R 3 with edge lengths l 12 , l 13 , . . . , l 34 and dihedral angles α 12 , α 13 , . . . , α 34 . There exists a rational surface X T with a III´fiber F 1 and an I 2´fi ber F 2 with the following property: there is a collection of six mutually orthogonal line bundles L ij trivial on F 1 and F 2 such that L X T pL ij q " 2l ij and A X T pL ij q " e 2iα ij .
